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CONCLUSION
In this correspondence the route to obtaining natural moments from Walsh characteristic functions for continuous functions has been considered.
The result of (20) is the main conjecture presented. At the time, the merits of this result remain mathematical. And in relevance to this, the derivation of a relation (23) for Walsh transforms of dyadic derivatives was made.
INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper [ 1 ] , Massey derived the optimum decision rule for locating a sync word in data corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise. Here we report additional results on the performance of the optimum synchronizer and we demonstrate that a simplified decision rule, which is extremely easy to implement, yields a performance that for all signal-to-noise ratios of practical interest is virtually indistinguishable from that of the optimum synchronizer.
We consider the situation where an L-b sync word s = (SO, sl, . * * , S L -~ ) is inserted periodically with period N in a random binary data stream. Each si is either +1 or -1. The bit intervals are assumed known at the receiver and the input to the synchronizer is a span of N consecutive outputs from the detector r = ( r o , r l , . . . , r N -] ) . If the first bit of the sync word is received as r , we have the relation SYNCHRONIZER PERFORMANCE There are essentially two mechanisms that may cause the synchronizer to choose an incorrect value of p. Since no restrictions have been imposed on the data it is possible for the sync pattern to appear elsewhere than its htended location in which case there is a large probability that the synchronizer makes a mistake, even when the noise is insignificantly small. As we shall shortly see, we can analyze this situation to obtain an exact explicit expression for the performance in the limiting case of high S N R s . As noise increases, the dissimilarity between the sync word and any data segment will tend to decrease and the performance deteriorates quite rapidly. Unfortunately, this mechanism is complicated enough to escape even an approximate analysis, and we must stick t o computer simulations to determine the performance in this range.
It is generally desirable to choose a sync word with good autocorrelation properties, and in particular a sync word 
CORRESPONDENCE
to ensure that no overlap between a sync word and random data bits may equal the sync word itself. If (7) is not satisfied, the pattern is effectively shortened. We now analyze the optimum synchronizer performance in the noise-free case, assuming that (7) holds true.
Let Di denote the total number of distinct N -L bit data sequences in which s is imitated exactly i times, 0
where the binomial coefficient is the number of ways in which the M patterns may be mixed with the remaining N -L -LM random bits. Next we observe that
where the first term is obtained as above by fixing M -1 patterns, leaving the remaining N -L -L(M -1) data bits random, while the second term removes those of the sequences counted this way, which contain even more than M -1 patterns. The form of the correction term follows easily from noting that there are (M-l ) ways of placing M -1 patterns such that a cer tain combination of the remaining random bits will produce a given sequence containing M patterns. By a trivial extension of the above arguments we get the general expression,
M
Multiplying both sides of (10) by (-l)i+l/(i + 1) and summing over i, we obtain Now, let P(es) denote the probability of having a sync error, i.e., the probability that the synchronizer decides for an incorrect value of p. In the noise-free case the synchronizer must select at random between all the positions where a correct pattern begins, so we have the relation since 2-(N-L) Dj is the probability of having j + 1 patterns (including t&, one .that, was intentionally *inserted) in an, N-bit . _ . . , , j .
frame. Substituting (1 1 ) into (1 2) we immediately have the desired closed-form solution for P(E,),
Note that for high SNR's the asymptotic performance (13) is attained with either of the statistics SO, SC, and S H . However, when SL is used, it is evident from (6) that for large values of E/No the second term in SL will dominate, resulting in a completely random choice between the N possible values of p so that for this statistic we have P(es) = (N -1)/N when noise is absent.
Computer simulations were carried out to investigate the performance of the four synchronizer statistics in the presence of noise. . For each signal-to-noise ratio 1000 frames were processed by the four synchronizers simultaneously such that for each choice of frame length and sync word we obtained four curves showing the relative number of frames with false syn- (7) and it is clearly a poor choice for a sync pattern). In both figures the asymptotic values of P(es) are shown as calculated from (1 3).
The critical observation to be made from the simulation results is that the statistic SH (optimum for high SNR's) is only a fraction of a decibel inferior to the optimum statistic So throughout the investigated range, i.e., for all SNR's down to -3 dB and less. The pure correlation SC performs significantly worse, the difference amounting to as much as 6 dB in a range of great practical importance. The 3-dB difference reported by Massey applies to a narrow range of SNR's near 0 dB, but is in no way general. Observe also that the statistic SL is of no practical value whatsoever. The near-optimality of SH over the entire range was further verified by running a few simulations with a 3-b and a 26-b sync word, in both cases with results very much analogous to those shown in Figs. 1 and 2 .
The statistic SH is extremely simple to instrument and it definitely is to be preferred for most practical applications. Besides being a close approximation to SO for high SNR's, SH has another interesting interpretation as well. The frame synchronization problem as stated here may be viewed as N-ary detection in additive white Gaussian noise, where the (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1) .
Sync word
To see that the statistic (15) is equivalent to SH we need only observe that the last summation in (15) is, independent of 1-1 and hence may be discarded.
CONCLUSION
By far the most significant result of the work reported here is the discovery that a frame synchronizer using the statistic SH yields virtually optimum performance for all signal-tonoise ratios of practical interest. While implementation of the optimum synchronizer would require the awkward function (3) to be instrumented, SH is just as easy (in certain cases even faster) to calculate as the pure correlation SC. We also noted that the loss encountered by using Sc instead of SH may be quite severe (up to about 6 dB) for certain signal-tonoise ratios of great practical interest; but in the limit as the noise disappears their performance become identical. An expression was given for the probability of false synchronization in the absence of noise.
INTRODUCTION
The maximal length shift-register codes are perhaps the best known pseudonoise (PN) codes, i.e., codes with a two level autocorrelation function [ 11. PN codes have found application in ranging and communication systems, e.g., in spacecraft ranging applications the output of a continuously cycling shiftregister generator is relayed through a transponder on the spacecraft and recovered on the ground. The delay between the transmitted and received code provides a measure of the range to the spacecraft.
The codes are usually recovered by correlation with a 
